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Introduction

This report is concerned with cruise 14 of the M/V Hugh M. Smith, the fifth in a

series of equatorial oceanographic cruises by the Pacific Oceanic Fishery Investigations of

the U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service. _' The cruise was carried out in January and February
1952 in conjunction with longline tuna fishing in the same area on cruise 11 of the M/V John

R. Manning; the results of the fishing have been described by Murphy and Shomura (195 3).

The purpose of these simultaneous operations was to help relate the occurrence of tunas to

the oceanography of the upper layers in the equatorial Pacific between 155 W. and 180

longitude.

Measurements of surface and subsurface temperature, salinity, and inorganic

phosphate as well as plankton collections were made during Smith cruise 14. The purpose
of this report is to present the tabulated station data and various vertical sections, with

minimum analysis of results. There are, in addition, brief descriptions of one of the smaller
features of the area. The results of the plankton collections will appear in later reports.

Vessel, Equipment, and Procedures

The shipboard equipment was essentially as described by Cromwell (1951), except
that the hydrographic winch and work platform were raised to a safer and more workable loca-

tion on the boat deck, about 6 meters above the sea surface (see frontispiece). The main-deck
laboratories were also redesigned for greater convenience. The methods of collection and

processing of the raw data have been described in detail (Cromwell 1951, 1954).

The treatment of the observed data from Smith cruise 14 leading to their ultimate

presentation as interpolated data and vertical sections differs somewhat from the previous
cruises. Smith cruises 5 and 8 (Cromwell 1954) and 11 (Austin 1954) were presented using
modifications of the methods proposed by Montgomery in his evaluation of a Smith cruise 2

section (Montgomery 1954). The procedures used in the analysis of Smith cruise 14 are, in

effect, an extension of Montgomery's method, embodying, in addition to the methods he em-
ployed, several further details suggested in his paper. An outline of the method of analysis
will be given here; reference to the reports above (especially Montgomery 1954) should be

made for detailed discussion and theoretical consideration.

The basic representation of each oceanographic station was made on a graph embody-
ing a temperature scale vs. scales of depth, salinity, and phosphate phosphorous, with lines of

constant sigma-t corresponding to the temperature and salinity arguments also included on the

graph (fig. 1). Temperature-depth curves for each station were first drawn, passing through
the values obtained from the reversing thermometers but utilizing the shape of the station

bathythermograph (BT) trace to define detail in the upper 270 meters. Temperature-salinity
and temperature-phosphate curves (station "characteristic curves") were then drawn. Values
from adjacent stations, and in many cases from stations two or three removed on the same
longitude, assisted in construction of the curves between observed points; this was readily

accomplished by superposing the station graphs on a light table during the drawing. The neces-

sity for this procedure is evident in an examination of the vertical sections (see below). The

depths sampled by the Nansen bottles (entered as dots on the sections) necessarily often miss
some of the major features of the distributions, especially in the region of the thermocline, but

by utilizing adjacent-station values the continuity of these features is not destroyed. The varia-
tions in these characteristic curves with latitude were made as regular as possible, and, so far

as the observed data permitted, maxima and minima were located on the same respective values
of sigma-t from station to station.

1/ Certain results of the previous cruises in this series appear in reports by Cromwell (1951,~
1953, 1954), Austin (1954), and Montgomery ( 1954).



Depths of sigma-t, salinity, and phosphate phosphorous at the desired isopleth

values were taken from each station graph by referring to the common temperature scale and

the temperature-depth curve, and each of these properties was plotted on a meridional section.

Temperature sections to the same scales of latitude and depth were drawn for each station

line of the cruise from the complete BT data (these were used in the analysis but are omitted

here in favor of temperature sections with greater vertical exaggeration). The plots of sigma-t
were then placed over the temperature sections on a light table and the isopleths were drawn,

allowing the grosser detail of the temperature sections to influence the sigma-t sections between

stations. The salinity and phosphate phosphorous plots were next drawn over the sigma-t
sections in a similar fashion, with their isopleths made as nearly as possible parallel to the

isopleths of sigma-t. In view of the extensive adjusting of the characteristic curves to obtain

continuity between stations, the interpolated values of sigma-t, salinity, and phosphate phos-

phorous plotted on the sections were followed exactly during the drawing.

Values of temperature and salinity at standard depths were taken from the station

graphs for use in the computation of geostrophic currents. The values of sigma-t tabulated at

standard depths were computed from these temperature and salinity values, rather than read

directly from the station graphs.

The most evident new procedure, that of allowing the BT temperature sections to

influence construction of the sigma-t (and thus salinity and phosphate) sections, has been

instituted to achieve consistency between the distributions of temperature and density, and

internal consistency in the method of analysis. It is certainly not argued that all the detail

thus introduced into the density distribution is meaningful from every point of view, but a more
accurate presentation of the observed field of density is obtained than by merely drawing smooth
curves through the station points. As a practical consideration, it is a great deal easier to in-

clude all the larger detail than to set up any arbitrary criterion for smoothing which would then

have to be invoked continuously during the drawing of a section.

The method of mutual adjustment of the station characteristic curves is based on

the fact that the ocean is continuous; with the present sampling methods this assistance between

stations probably gives a closer representation of actuality than methods treating each station

individually. The location of the maxima and minima of these curves on continuous values of

sigma-t from station to station, and the subsequent drawing of the isopleths of the salinity and

phosphate sections parallel to the isopleths of sigma-t, are based on the consideration that flow

in the ocean normally takes place along surfaces of constant potential density, which are closely

approximated by surfaces of constant sigma-t, and that mixing of by far the greatest magnitude
takes place along these same surfaces.

Some Results of Hugh M. Smith Cruise 14

The station pattern for Smith cruise 14 appears in figure 2. The stations along
155 W. longitude consisted of casts to at least 1, 000 meters; to permit greater definition of

detail in the region of interest the other two lines of stations were mostly limited to the upper
700 meters. Figures 3 to 7, describing the section at 155° W. longitude are in the sequence:

dynamic topography, geostrophic currents, temperature, sigma-t, salinity. The second series

of figures (8 to 11), describing the section at 180° longitude and the third (12 to 15), describing
the section at 169 W. longitude are in the sequence: temperature, sigma-t, salinity, phosphate.he section at 169 W. longitude are in the sequence: tempera
r igure 16 presents temperature sections on 155° W. , 169 W.

o
Figure 16 presents temperature sections on 155° W. , 169 W. and 180 longitudes, taken on the

fishing station lines of John R. Manning cruise 11.

The numbers and positions of the stations are indicated on each section. For each
variable except temperature, the location of every observation carried in the tabulated data is

indicated by a spot on the vertical section in question. When there was serious doubt regarding
the accuracy of an observation, it was not used in constructing the vertical section, and a foot-

note to this effect was entered in the tabulated data. Observations unquestionably in error were

dropped from the tabulations.



To make the relations between the different fields more readily apparent, selected

isopleths of sigma-t have been plotted as dashed lines directly on the vertical sections of

salinity and phosphate and on the section of computed currents. The two shallower isopleths

roughly define the upper and lower boundaries of the strong density gradient in the thermocline.

Comparison of the temperature sections from Smith cruise 14 and Manning cruise 1 1

indicates that changes in the minor features of the various distributions may be quite rapid; this

has been verified by the results of a subsequent cruise (Smith cruise 15, Austin MS. ). For this

reason no attempt has been made to plot any form of horizontal distribution over the area

covered by Smith cruise 14.

It should be noted that the winds, atypically, were predominantly north of east over

the entire area during the period of the cruise (wind data are listed for each station in the

tabulated data).

Computed currents--As indicated above, only the stations along 155 W. longitude
were of sufficient depth to permit computation of geostrophic currents relative to a 1, 000-meter

level of no motion (except for three stations on 180° longitude, see below). The smoothed

dynamic topographies of selected isobaric surfaces with respect to the 1 , 000-decibar surface

are shown in figure 3; the computed dynamic heights at each station are carried as dots. Owing
to equipment malfunctions the observations at 0°54'N. latitude and 3°00'S. latitude were too

shallow to permit computation relative to this surface. From these smoothed topographies the

currents shown in figure 4 were computed. The computation of currents becomes highly un-

certain, and is not attempted, within 3 of the Equator.

In the surface layer, the Equatorial Countercurrent is found from the northernmost

station at 8° N. latitude to the southern boundary at 4° N. latitude; the Smith temperature section

on this longitude (see below) indicates the northern boundary at approximately 9 30'N. latitude.

The westerly South Equatorial Current is found south of 4° N. latitude.

The three southernmost stations of the 180 longitude line reached 1,000 meters,
and computation of dynamic heights of isobaric surfaces relative to this level have been carried

out; these are carried in the tabulated data but not in a figure, and no currents have been

computed. Examination of the data indicates that the currents in the surface layer were variable

and perhaps partly easterly.

Temperature—Temperature sections from the BT data appear in figures 5, 8, 12,

and 16. As mentioned above, in order to reveal detail these sections were constructed with

greater vertical exaggeration than those of the other variables. The BT casts from which the

Smith sections were drawn were taken every 10 miles between stations, and every 30 miles

along 155° W. longitude north of 8 N. latitude. Two casts were taken at each station; the one

nearest in time to the hydrographic cast was plotted in each case. The Manning sections are

drawn from casts made on the fishing stations only. The Manning fished one station per day;
the date of the first station on each line is given in the figure caption.

On each section the downward slope of the thermocline away from the Equator to

north and south (as distinguished from the pronounced arching of the shallower isotherms at

the Equator) is evidence of the distribution of mass associated with the South Equatorial Current,
and the northward rise starting a few degrees north of the Equator is associated with the easterly
flow of the Equatorial Countercurrent. Only the Smith section along 155 W. longitude extends

beyond this into the North Equatorial Current, indicated by a second northward deepening. The
southward rise of the isotherms at the southern end of the 180 longitude line is reflected in the

weakening of the westerly flow indicated here by the computed dynamic heights of isobaric

surfaces. These gross "topographic" features, associated primarily with zonal currents, are

reflected in the distributions of each of the variables. In the surface layer, lower temperatures
at the Equator are evidence of the addition of water from somewhat greater depths.



As mentioned above, a comparison of the Smith and Manning sections indicates the

possibility of quite considerable changes in detail in a relatively short time, although the basic

features remain distinct.

Surface temperatures are indicated at the top of each temperature section. These

are often influenced by shallow diurnal effects, as at 3°15'N. latitude, 180° longitude (fig. 8);

no attempt was made to include these temporary variations in the vertical temperature sections.

Several of the details of the temperature field, such as the reduction of the vertical

temperature gradient at the Equator and the presence of stable inversions in the thermocline

near the Equator, are described in reports of this series (Cromwell 1954, Austin M3.
),,

Both

of these features are seen on each of the Smith cruise 14 temperature sections. A detail not so

far described is the persistent, relatively "sharp" bottom of the main thermocline at about 2 -

3° N. latitude. Figure 17 presents BT traces taken near these latitudes on various longitudes

during several cruises. The traces best illustrating the phenomenon were chosen from a

meridional series in each case, demonstrating a remarkable consistency in position; it has

moreover never been completely absent. Figure 18 gives the detailed temperature structure on

the oblique section marked on figure 2. The most evident "sharp" bottom of the thermocline is

seen at 2°06'N. latitude, 175°04'W. longitude; this particular trace is second from the left in

figure 17.

Sigma-t--The distribution of sigma-t is shown in figures 6, 9, and 13. These

figures are closely associated with, and share most of the details of, the temperature sections

(see procedures). For an exception to this rather general rule, the surface layer decrease in

density at the southern end of the 180° longitude line is largely associated with a decrease in

salinity. The expected slight east to west thickening of the light surface layer may be seen in

a comparison of the sections.

There is a marked meridional change in the character of the water just beneath the

main thermocline in approximately the 2°-3° N. latitude region discussed above; this feature is

reflected in the sharp southerly increase in depth of the sigma-t isopleths 26.6 to 27.0 in this

area. The effect of this distribution of density is evident in the plot of dynamic heights of -iso-

baric surfaces, but at these latitudes the interpretation is extremely uncertain. Barnes et al.

(1948, p. 872) describe what seems to be a similar case in the Marshall Islands area, with

regard to a dip in the 10 C. isotherm.

Salinity— The vertical sections of the field of salinity are shown in figures 7, 10,

and 14. The major features of the distribution are as described previously for the central

Pacific (Cromwell 1951, 1953, 1954; Austin 1954; Montgomery 1954; Mao and Yoshida 1953).

The similarity from section to section of Smith cruise 14 is self-evident.

The detailed vertical distribution of salinity in the region of 2 -3 N. latitude is of

interest and is not readily evident from the sections. Figure 1, illustrating the method of re-

presenting the oceanographic stations is taken from Smith cruise 14, station 27 at 2°07'N.

latitude, 179°57'W. longitude and shows this distribution. The sharp bottom of the thermocline

seems to be a boundary between overlying water associated with a salinity minimum extending

from the north, in the thermocline, and deeper water with a temperature-salinity relation

identical with that of water to the south. The salinity decreases downward through the thermo-

cline, increases sharply across the boundary, then decreases gradually again below; the relative

maximum and minimum values lie close together vertically. With the isopleth values used, this

feature is most evident on the 180° longitude section. The increase in salinity across the bound-

ary is often accompanied by a stable temperature inversion. Farther to the north the vertical

transition below the salinity minimum is more gradual; toward the Equator the salinity minimum

disappears into the very salty water extending into the area from the south.

Phosphate phosphorous— The vertical sections of inorganic phosphate for longitudes

180° and 169° W. appear in figures 11 and 15. On the 155° W. longitude line the colorimeter



broke down after the first five stations; data for these are tabulated but no figure was drawn.

A relatively higher concentration of phosphate about the Equator in the surface layer, seen on

the two sections included, is evidence of enrichment from below.
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Figures

Frontispiece: Hydrographic platform and winch, Hugh M. Smith cruise 14. Photo by G. I.

Murphy.

1. Example of station data representation.

2. Station positions.

3. Dynamic topography, 155 W.

4. Geostrophic currents, 155° W.

5. Vertical section of temperature, 155° W.

6. Vertical section of sigma-t, 155° W.

7. Vertical section of salinity, 155 W.

8. Vertical section of temperature, 180 .

9. Vertical section of sigma-t, ISO .

10. Vertical section of salinity, 180°.

11. Vertical section of phosphate, 180 .

12. Vertical section of temperature, 169 W.

13. Vertical section of sigma-t, 169 W.

14. Vertical section of salinity, 169° W.

15. Vertical section of phosphate, 169 W.

16. Vertical sections of temperature, John R. Manning cruise 11.

17. BT traces showing "sharp" thermocline bottom.

18. BT section showing "sharp" thermocline bottom.



TEMPERATURE IN *C

Fig. 1—(Revised from Cromwell 1954). Example of graph used to present tem-

perature, salinity, and phosphate data for each station. Points under inverted

V represent reversing thermometer temperatures; plain points are taken from
the station BT trace (both plotted against depth). Points in a square represent

salinity, and those in a circle phosphate, both plotted against temperature.
Smith cruise 14, station 27, 2°07'N. latitude, 179°57'W. longitude, February
19, 1952, 1336 GCT.



180° 175° 170° 165° 160° 155°

Fig. 2—Hydrographic station positions. Hugh M. Smith cruise 14, January-March
1952. Location of temperature section in figure 18 indicated by dashed line.
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Fig. 3—Smoothed anomaly of topographies of isobaric surfaces rel-

ative to the 1,000-decibar surface. Hugh M. Smith cruise 14,

stations 1-16, 155° W. longitude, 8° N. to~7° S. latitude, Jan-

uary-February 1952. Points represent computed values.
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Fig. 4--Zonal component of geostrophic currents in centimeters

per second. Hugh M. Smith cruise 14, stations 1-16, 155° W.

longitude, 8° N. toT3
S. latitude, January-February 1952.

Plotting interval 10 cm/sec. East currents hatched. Isopleths
of sigma-t = 23.2, 26. 4 and 27. entered as dashed lines.
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Fig. 6--Sigma-t in grams per liter. Hugh M. Smith cruise 14, sta-

tions 1-16, 155° W. longitude, 8° N. to T^S. latitude, January-

February 1952. Plotting interval 0.2 g/l.
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Fig. 7--Salinity in per mille. Hugh M. Smith cruise 14, stations

1-16, 155° W. longitude, 8° N. to~T° S. latitude, January-
February 1952. Plotting interval 0. 2 /oo. Isopleths of

sigma-t a 23.2, 26.4 and 27.0 entered as dashed lines.
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Fig. 8--Upper: surface temperatures by bucket thermometer in degrees F. , measured
with each BT cast. Lower: temperatures from BT data in degrees F. Hugh M. Smith
cruise 14, stations 17-34, 180° longitude, 8° S. to 9° N. latitude, February l"952"

Plotting interval 2° F. Horizontal dashes indicate depths of observations less than

900 feet.
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Fig. 9--Sigma-t in grams per liter. Hugh M. Smith cruise 14, stations 17-34, 180

longitude, 8° S. to 9° N. latitude, February 1952. Plotting interval 0.2 g/l.
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Fig. 10--Salinity in per mille. Hugh M. Smith cruise 14, stations 17-34, 180 longi-

tude, 8° S. to 9° N. latitude, February 1952. Plotting interval 0. 2 °/oo. Isopleths
of sigma-t m 23.2, 26.4 and 27.0 entered as dashed lines. Solid vertical line in-

dicates vertically isohaline water at the salinity of the intersecting isohaline.
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Fig. 1 1 --Phosphate phosphorous in microgram-atoms per liter. Hugh M. Smith cruise

14, stations 17-34, 180° longitude, 8° S. to 9° N. latitude, February""19~52~! Plotting
interval 0. 2 ug-at/l. Isopleths of sigma-t  23. 2, 26. 4 and 27. entered as dashed
lines.
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Fig. 12—Upper: surface temperatures by bucket thermometer in degrees F. , measured
with each BT cast. Lower: temperatures from BT data in degrees F. Hugh M. Smith

latitude, March 1952.to 7° N.cruise 14, stations 35-47, 169" W. longitude, 5" S.

Plotting interval 2° F. Horizontal dashes indicate depths of observations less than

900 feet.
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Fig. 13--Sigma-t in grams per liter. Hugh M . Smith cruise 14, stations 35-47, 169 W.

longitude, 5° S. to 7° N. latitude, March 1952. Plotting interval 0.2 g/l.
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Fig. 14—Salinity in per mille. Hugh M. Smith cruise 14, stations 35-

47, 169° W. longitude, 5° S. to 7° N. latitude, March 1952. Plotting
interval 0. 2 °/oo. Isopleths of sigma-t - 23. 2, 26. 4 and 27. entered

as dashed lines. Solid vertical line indicates vertically isohaline water
at the salinity of the intersecting isohaline.
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Fig. 15--Phosphate phosphorous in microgram-atoms per liter. Hugh M.
Smith cruise 14, stations 35-47, 169° W. longitude, 5° S. to 7° N.

latitude, March 1952. Plotting interval 0.2 ug-at/l. Isopleths of

sigma-t 3 23.2, 26.4, and 27.0 entered as dashed lines.
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Fig. 16—Upper: surface temperatures by bucket thermometer in degrees F. , measured with

each BT cast. Lower: temperatures from BT data in degrees F. John R. Manning
cruise 11. Right: stations 1 (January 29) - 9, 155° W. longitude, 8" N. lo 2°40'S. lati-

tude, January-February 1952. Center: stations 19 (March 4) - 27, 169 W. longitude,
6°40'S. to 4°10'N. latitude, March 1952. Left: stations 10 (February 16) - 18, 180° longi-
tude, 2°35'N. to 8° S. latitude, February 1952. Plotting interval 2° F. Horizontal dashes

.indicate depths of observations less than 900 feet.
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NOTES ON THE TABULATED DATA

In every case, any variation from the standard 13-bottle cast has been explained
in a footnote.

Where more than one cast was made on a station, they are divided in the observed
data by a horizontal line. The later casts are the deeper ones except on station 34, where a

single bottle was recast.

Where the corrected paired protected thermometer readings differed by more than

0.05 C. , the depth and salinity are repeated, and both temperature values are carried. Sigma-t
values calculated using each temperature are tabulated.

Where the duplicate determinations of inorganic phosphate differ in extinction value

by more than 0.01 (approximately 0.05 ug at/l), the depth is repeated, and both phosphate
values are carried.

Weather is recorded in the ww (present weather) code given in the U. S. Weather
Bureau Circular M, eighth edition. Manual of Marine Meteorological Observations. Cloud

coverage is given in tenths of sky.

Wind velocity was measured with an anemometer 30 meters above the sea surface.
The direction (given to the nearest 10

)
is that from which the wind was blowing, measured

clockwise through 360 from north.

No phosphate determinations were made from station 6 to station 16, and no data

interpolated at standard depths for dynamic computations after station 19 (see text).

19



STATION 1

M/V Hugh M. Smith : Cruise 14, 7°57 , N, 154°57'W. January 27,

1952. Messenger time: 2103 GCT. Weather: 03, cloud cover-

age 7. Wind: 070°, 24 kt. Sea: 5-8 ft. Wire angle: 12°

OBSERVED
DEPTH



STATION 2

M/V Hugh M. Smith : Cruise 14, 6°55'N, 154°57'W, January 28,

1952. Messenger time: 0647 GCT. Weather: 80, cloud cover-

age 10. Wind: 030°, 22 kt . Sea: 5-8 ft. Wire angle: 17°

OBSERVED
DEPTH



STATION 3

M/V Hugh M. Smith : Cruise 14, 5°53'N, 154°55'W, January 28.

1952. Messenger time: 1708 GCT. Weather: 02, cloud cover-

age 1. Wind: 040°, 22 kt. Sea: 8-12 ft. Wire angle: 19°

OBSERVED
DEPTH





STATION 5

M/V Hugh M. Smith : Cruise 14, 3°54'N, 154°51'W, January 29,

1952. Messenger time: 1128 GCT. Weather: 02, cloud cover-

age I. Wind: 040°, 15 kt. Sea: 5-8 ft. Wire angle: 38°

OBSERVED
DEPTH



STATION 6

M/V Hugh M. Smith : Cruise 14, 2°56'N, 154°59'W, January 29,

1952. Messenger time: 2023 GCT. Weather: 02, cloud cover-

age 4. Wind: 040°, 19 kt. Sea: 5-8 ft. Wire angle: 47°

OBSERVED
DEPTH



STATION 7

M/V Hugh M. Smit h: Cruise 14, 1°54'N, 155°03'W, January 30,

1952. Messenger time: First cast 0655 GCT, second cast 0729

GCT. Weather: 50, cloud coverage 10. Wind: 050
,

18 kt.

Sea: 5-8 ft. Wire angle:- First cast 58°,

OBSERVED
second cast 40

DEPTH
(m)



STATION 8

M/V Hugh M. Smith : Cruise 14, 0°54'N, 155°11'W, January 30,

1952, Messenger time: First cast 1638 GCT, second cast 1726

GCT, third cast 1811 GCT. Weather: 01, cloud coverage 1.

Wind: 020°, 13 kt. Sea: 3-5 ft. Wire angle: First cast 50°, J./

second cast 55°

OBSERVED
DEPTH



STATION 9

M/V Hugh M. Smith : Cruise 14, 0°06'S, 155 14'W, January 31,

1952. Messenger time: 0421 GCT. Weather: 02, cloud cover-

age 4. Wind: 060
,

8 kt. Sea: < 1 ft. Wire angle: i/ 48°

OBSERVED
DEPTH



STATION 10

M/V Hugh M. Smith : Cruise 14, 1°10'S, 155°08'W, January 31,

1952. Messenger time: 1405 GCT. Weather: 02, cloud cover-

age 2. Wind: 030°, 6 kt. Sea: < 1 ft. Wire angle: 25°

OBSERVED
DEPTH



STATION 11

M/V Hugh M. Smith : Cruise 14, 2
O
00'S, 155°03'W, January 31,

1952. Messenger time: 2124 GCT. Weather: 01, cloud cover-

age 1. Wind: 020°, 11 kt. Sea: < 1 ft. Wire angle: 35°

OBSERVED
DEPTH



STATION 12

M/V Hugh M. Smith : Cruise 14, 3°C0'S, 154°58'W, February 1,

1952. Messenger time: 0647 GCT. Weather: 21, cloud cover-

age not recorded. Wind: 000°, 11 kt. Sea: < 1 ft. Wire angle:
27°

OBSERVED
DEPTH



STATION 13

M/V Hugh M. Smith : Cruise 14, 4°00'S, 155°07'W, February 1,

1952. Messenger time: First cast 1548 GCT, second cast 1617

GCT. Weather: 15, cloud coverage 7. Wind: 040°, 14 kt.

Sea: 1-3 ft. Wire angle: First cast 17 , second cast 20°

OBSERVED
DEPTH



STATION 14

M/V Hugh M, Smith : Cruise 14, 4°58'S, 155°00'W, February 2,

1952. Messenger time: 0441 GCT. Weather: 02, cloud cover-

age 6. Wind: 060°, 18 kt. Sea: 3-5 ft. Wire angle: 32°

OBSERVED
DEPTH



STATION 15

M/V Hugh M. Smith : Cruise 14, 5°54'S, 155°03'W, February 2,

1952. Messenger time: 1411 GCT. Weather: 02, cloud cover-

age 2. Wind: 060°, 18 kt. Sea: 3-5 ft. Wire angle: 32°

OBSERVED
DEPTH

(m)



STATION 16

M/V Hugh M. Smith : Cruise 14, 6°50'S, 155°05'W, February 2,

1952. Messenger time: 2322 GCT. Weather: 02, cloud cover-

age 5. Wind: 020°, 13 kt. Sea: 3-5 ft. Wire angle: 12°

OBSERVED
DEPTH



STATION 17

M/V Hugh M. Smith : Cruise 14, 7°56'S, 179°53'W, February 15,

1952. Messenger time: 1236 GCT. Weather: 03, cloud cover-

age 3. Wind: 040°, 8 kt. Sea: 1-3 ft. Wire angle: 13°

OBSERVED
DEPTH



STATION 18

M/V Hugh M. Smith : Cruise 14, 7°01'S, 179°49'W. February 15,

1952. Messenger time: 2219 GCT. Weather: 02, cloud cover-

age 4. Wind: 050°, 12 kt. Sea: 1-3 ft. Wire angle: 17°

OBSERVED
DEPTH



STATION 19

M/V Hugh M. Smith : Cruise 14, 6°04'S, 179°59'W, February 16,

1952. Messenger time: 0727 GCT. Weather: 02, cloud cover-

age 4. Wind: 050°, 17 kt. Sea: 3-5 ft. Wire angle: 28°

OBSERVED
DEPTH



STATION 20

M/V Hugh M. Smith : Cruise 14, 5°03'S, 179°59'W. February 16,

1952. Messenger time: 1705 GCT. Weather: 02, cloud cover-

age not recorded. Wind: 060°, 14 kt. Sea: 1-3 ft. Wire angle: 22

OBSERVED
DEPTH

(m)



STATION 22

M/V Hugh M_.
Smith: Cruise 14, 2

1952.

56'S, 180 OO'W, February 17,

Weather: 02, cloud coverageMessenger time: 1212 GCT.
not recorded. Wind: 050°, 20 kt. Sea: 3-5 ft. Wire angle: 37°

OBSERVED
DEPTH



STATION 24

M/V Hugh M. Smith : Cruise 14, 0°59'S, 179°57'E, February 18,

1952. Messenger time: 0702 GCT. Weather: 02, cloud coverage
2. Wind: 070

, 13 kt. Sea: 1-3 ft. Wire angle: 1/ 35°

OBSERVED
DEPTH



STATION 26

M/V Hugh M. Smith : Cruise 14, l

o
03'N, 179°58'W, February 19,

Messenger time: 0346 GCT. Weather: 03, cloud cover-1952.

age 8. Wind: 090^ 13 kt. Sea: 1-3 ft. Wire angle: 49

OBSERVED
DEPTH



STATION 28

M/V Hugh M. Smith : Cruise 14, 3°06'N, 179°57'W, February 19.

1952. Messenger time: 2237 GCT. Weather: 02, cloud cover-

age 8. Wind: 100°, 7 kt. Sea: 1-3 ft. Wire angle: 32°

OBSERVED
DEPTH



STATION 30

M/V Hugh M. Smith : Cruise 14, 5°06'N, 179°50'W, February 20,

1952. Messenger time: 1637 GCT
not recorded. Wind

Weather: 51, cloud coverage
o

130", 5 kt. Sea: 1-3 ft. Wire angle:

OBSERVED
DEPTH



STATION 32

M/V Hugh M. Smith: Cruise 14, 7°04'N, 179°59'E, February 21,

1952. Messenger time: 1040 GCT. Weather: 02

not recorded. Wind: 080°, 13 kt. Sea: 3-5 ft

cloud coverage
Wire angle: 03°



STATION 34

M/V Hugh M. Smith : Cruise 14, 8°58'N, 179°55'W, February 22,

1952. Messenger time: first cast 0355 GCT, second cast 0429 GCT.
Weather: 20, cloud coverage 9. Wind: 050°, 21 kt. Sea: 5-8 ft.

Wire angle: first cast 25°, second cast 15
OBSERVED

DEPTH



STATION 36

M/V Hugh M. Smith : Cruise 14, 4°02'S, 168°58'W, March 2, 1952.

Messenger time: 1254 GCT. Weather: 00, cloud coverage not

recorded. Wind: 060°, 1 3 kt. Sea: < 1 ft. Wire angle: 28°

OBSERVED
DEPTH



STATION 38

M/V Hugh M. Smith : Cruise 14, 2°03'S, 168°57'W, March 3, 1952.

Messenger time: first cast 0829 GCT, second cast 0910 GCT. Weather: 00,
Wind: 080°, 14 kt. Sea: 3-5 ft. Wirecloud coverage not recorded,

angle: W first cast 45°, secon
080

d cast 45°OBSERVED
DEPTH

(m)



STATION 40

M/V Hugh M. Smith : Cruise 14,
O
01'N, 169°00'W, March 4, 1952.

Messenger time: 0455 GCT. Weather: 02, cloud coverage 1.

Wind: 090 , 16 kt. Sea: 3-5 ft

OBSERVED
Wire angle: 2/ 45°

DEPTH
(m)



STATION 42

M/V Hugh M. Smith : Cruise 14, 2°06'N, 168°57'W, March 5, 1952.

Messenger time: first cast 0043 GCT, second cast 0144 GCT, third

cast 0245 GCT. Weather: 02, cloud coverage 2. Wind: 090°, 16 kt.

Sea: 3-5 ft. Wire angle: i/ first cast 42°, second cast 32°, third

cast 35^

522
522
663
615

8.46
S.50
6.74
5.22

OBSERVED

34.62
34.62
34.55
34.53

26.92
26.92
27.12
27.30

DEPTH



STATION 44

M/V Hugh M. Smith: Cruise 14, 4°06'N, 168°57'W, March 5, 1952.

Messenger time: 2224 GCT. Weather: 02, cloud coverage 9.

Wind: 040°, 19 kt. Sea: 5-8 ft. Wire angle: 28°

OBSERVED
DEPTH



STATION 46

M/V Hugh M. Smith : Cruise 14, 5°52'N, 169°00'W, March 6, 1952.

Messenger time: 1514 GCT. Weather: 00, cloud coverage not re-
corded. Wind: 080°, 19 kt. Sea: 5-8 ft. Wire angle: 08°

OBSERVED
DEPTH






